
BLUEFIRE STREET FEST  
Saturday 21st September - Smithfield Village Square, Dublin 
11am to 10pm | free event  
 
 

Peace | People + Planet 
 
The programme for the 7th annual BLUEFIRE STREET FEST has been announced.  The one-day, all ages festival will 
take place on Saturday 21st September in Smithfield Square, Dublin.  All events are free - booking is required for 
some.  Most events are suitable for all ages but there are some restrictions – see website for details 
https://www.bluefiredublin.ie/  
 

BlueFire is proud to be the first Irish organisation to launch a MUSIC DECLARES EMERGENCY stage with live music 
on Smithfield Square from Munky, Outsider Yp, Shakalak & more.  ‘LIFE’S TOO SHORT FOR SMALL TALK’ will 
discuss hot button topics including ‘Irish Media | Misrepresenting The Irish’ and ‘Hypersexualisation Of Women’.  
ARTIVISM| ART ON A MISSION will be led by noted Artivists Will St Leger and Emily Robyn Archer.  A new 
addition for 2019 is HEALTH AND HARMONY, a global therapies fair including Children's Yoga Workshop.  Feast 
on food from around the globe at GLOBAL VILLAGE and admire jewellery and art from far flung destinations.  
DUBLIN YOUTH DANCE COMPANY will perform a choreographed piece while at the DANCE PLAZA all age groups 
can enjoy fun dance moves including Bollywood Beats for Kids and Capoeira. Stunning STREET ART OPERA will 
light up the sky in Smithfield, projected onto Jameson Tower accompanied by a magical operatic soundtrack.  
WORKSHOP TENT will feature an array of classes packed with creativity and fun activities from arts & crafts to 
writing, head dress wrapping and screen printing. 

 

BlueFire Street Fest will open at 11am with a Peace Ceremony including 'Midday Global Minute of Silence' led by 
the Lord Mayor of Dublin Paul McAuliffe with Naoimh McNamee, CEO of Glencree Peace and Reconciliation 
Centre and members of the Tibetan Buddhist Centre.  The festival coincides with International Day of Peace, 
whose 2019 focus is Climate Action and also with the 150th Anniversary of the birth of one of the world's greatest 
peace-makers Mahatma Gandhi.  It is in honour of these significant events that the festival will embrace the 
theme of Peace | People + Planet throughout its programme.   

 

The festival has proudly partnered with the Embassy of Colombia for a special opening event for Culture Night on 
Sept 20th at Voodoo Lounge, 40 Arran Quay.  From 8.30pm acclaimed artist Julio Victoria and band will take fans 
on a sonic ride that goes from 80 to 126 bpm, merging electro rhythms with indigenous instruments. The event is 
free but tickets must be pre booked here.  

 

Bluefire Street Fest is a non-profit social enterprise with a mission to promote social integration and cohesion 
amongst young Dubliners across all cultural backgrounds.  Now is its 7th year and with the support of its funders 
the Arts Council and Dublin City Council, BlueFire Street Fest has refocused its artistic vision, expanded its team 
and taken a bold step in the direction towards becoming a more socially responsible and 'conscious festival'. 2019 
will see the festival and its community of young change-makers embrace a wider public discourse, exploring the 
impacts we have upon each other and on our planet.  
 

FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS: 

MUSIC DECLARES EMERGENCY 6 - 8pm | Performance Tent on Smithfield Square 
BlueFire Street Fest is the first Irish organisation to launch a Music Declares Emergency stage.  Music Declares 
Emergency is a group of artists, music industry professionals and organisations that stand together to declare a 
climate and ecological emergency and call for an immediate governmental response to protect all life on Earth.  
Artists performing include - MUNKY a trashy funk to psych-punk band who have toured Europe with The Meat 
Puppets. Their new single ‘Megaton’ deals with themes of guilt and ecological disaster, set to a post-apocalyptic 
backdrop.  DANNY G & THE MAJOR 7ths are an Irish neo-soul band with a smooth, laid-back groove and a positive 
message. An all-star line-up including members of Hozier, Loah, Fehdah and Zaska.  MACUSHLA create a 
distinctive and edgy alt/folk sound, rooted in Irish traditional music and song.  OUTSIDER YP of Cork/Tralee hip-
hop collective ApocalypsE, pushes against genres with his mix of reality and fiction in lyrics, delivered over 
unorthodox beats. SHAKALAK is the brainchild of poetician John Cummins and musician Fin Divilly. A love of lyric 

https://www.bluefiredublin.ie/
https://www.eventbrite.ie/e/julio-victoria-live-band-dublin-tickets-68827178945


and melody is the heart foundation of their creativity. 
 
LIFE’S TOO SHORT FOR SMALL TALK - PANEL DISCUSSIONS -  
IRISH MEDIA | MISREPRESENTING THE IRISH 12.30 - 1.30pm | Generator Hostel Cinema Room - no booking 
required 
A panel of young media professionals will explore inequality across media platforms and the misrepresentation of 
Irish society. The impact that this message is giving to young people will be explored and the reluctance of media 
to move with the times.  SPEAKERS will include – Shubhangi Karmakar -is a contributor to Irish Tatler and IMAGE 
Publications and an internationally profiled and collected philanthropic goldsmith and fine artist.  She consults for 
charities, broadcasters and consumer publications to help them become more inclusive of ethnic minority, 
LGBTQ+ and disabled perspectives. Wuraola Majekodunmi (Ola) - Ola moved to Dublin from Nigeria as a child 
and quickly embraced the Irish language.  She created the viral video-documentary ‘What Does “Irishness” Look 
Like?’. Ola is a presenter on Raidió na Life and a contributor to national radio.  Áine Mulloy - named as a Forbes 
Top 100 EU Female Founders to follow, Áine is the co-founder and Director of GirlCrew, an international social 
network for women. In 2018 she delivered a TEDx talk on ‘Representation’ and the need to build a more inclusive 
society.  She won a ‘30 Under 30’ award for Community Activism and has spoken widely on societal change, tech 
landscape and brand building. Julianne Longo - is a Brazilian journalist and PR Analyst. In 2015, she moved to 
Ireland to complete a Masters in Journalism and PR.  She presents ‘The Brazilian Coffee Time’ on Dublin City FM 
which focuses on the Brazilian community in Dublin.  
 
HYPERSEXUALISATION OF WOMEN 2.30 - 3.30pm | Generator Hostel Cinema Room - no booking required 
An interactive panel discussion which will examine the reasons that progress still has to be made for women’s 
equality to be actualised.  Our generation is dominated by images which normalise the hypersexualisation of 
women.  How do we create dialogue that is critical of the media’s portrayal of women in this way, without taking 
away from the strides that have been made in women feeling empowered as sexual beings. 
 

ARTivism  
Artivism| Art on a Mission 4.30 - 5.30pm | Generator Hostel Cinema Room - no booking required 
Artivism sits at the crossroads of art and activism, with a mission for social and political change.  It is practiced 
globally across all artforms. In Ireland it has been present in campaigns for Repeal the Eighth, Marriage Equality, 
Homelessness to Refugees | Asylum Seekers and End to Direct Provision.  Artivists will include: Will St Leger - 
activist, artist and musician based in Dublin. A self-proclaimed ‘Mindful Vandal’, he has been behind a number of 
bold installations, such as 100 fake landmines around Dublin’s parks to highlight landmine awareness and placing 
a life-sized fake missile in the city centre for action on Syria. Emily Robyn Archer - a visual artist, environmental 
activist and facilitator who is passionate about the natural world and our connection to it.  Emily is the Art 
Director for Ireland's branch of the Extinction Rebellion XRI.  She creates large scale interactive projects & 
installations with an environmental theme. 
 

Canvas for Peace 12 – 8pm | Smithfield Square  
The square will be transformed into an outdoor gallery, exhibiting spectacular designs artists have created in 
honour of International Day of Peace. Some pieces will be created live onsite and will be produced by artists 
including Extinction Rebellion, sustainable fashion NU Wardrobe and renowned street artist Will St Leger.  
 

GLOBAL VILLAGE 12.30 - 8pm | Smithfield Square 
Enjoy the richness and diversity of Irish and international arts, crafts and food. With an array of market stalls and 
a vibrant atmosphere, visitors can meander the festival site through Palestinian crafts and hand-made jewellery to 
ceramic art and woodcarvings. To satisfy those festival appetites a wide variety of food traders will offer visitors 
an international menu of take away food from Turkey to Singapore. 
 

HEALTH & HARMONY 12 -8pm | Third Space & Tent 
An exciting new addition to BlueFire Street Fest 2019, Health & Harmony will showcase holistic and alternative 
techniques and products that have been central to health and wellbeing for generations all over the world.  Enjoy 
soothing treatments and rejuvenating therapies with an array of practitioners. The programme will include - Yoga 
Workshop by Yoga Therapy Ireland, Ayurvedic Talk from Dublin Ayurveda Centre and Children's Yoga Workshop 
with Yoga Therapy Ireland. 

SPOKEN WORD PROGRAMME 2.30 - 5.30pm | Performance Tent on the Square 
This programme will include spoken word artists – WURAOLA MAJEKODUNMI (OLA) Her thesis ‘Politics of Black 



Women’s Hair’ is an inspiring study which has led her towards writing and reciting poetry.  SÍOFRA NÍ MHÁIRTÍN is 
a poet who blends Irish and English in her work and who has a dark, but beautiful way with words.  RICHARD 
BRENNAN is young, bi, single, childless, part-time unemployed and completely devoid of talent. He’s also a 
pathological liar. He is widely experienced having performed at Electric Picnic and Body & Soul.  CLAUDIA 
CRAMPTON is a spoken word artist and poet.  Her powerful piece ‘Diversity Is Not Dangerous’ highlights the 
injustice and inhumanity that she witnessed and was a viral sensation. SASHA TERFOUS – a young spoken word 
artist from Waterford, Sasha grew up as an outsider – her sexuality, ethnicity and even her personality marking an 
easy target. Taking her differences and growing into them, she has emerged as a proud gay woman of colour. In 
2019 she took part in Female Tribes, a worldwide project given an Irish face by the Dublin based company JWT 
Folk. This year she performed at Electric Picnic, Other Voices, All Together Now and with Wooden Elephant on 
their German performances of Beyoncé’s Lemonade album. 
 

MIGRANT RIGHTS CENTRE IRELAND PRESENTS READINGS BY MEMBERS OF JUSTICE FOR THE UNDOCUMENTED 
MRCI estimates that there are between 20,000-26,000 undocumented migrants - including children and families - 
in Ireland.  BlueFire Street Festival are welcoming JFU to engage the audience in a spoken word and poetry 
reading about some of the experiences of young undocumented migrants in Ireland.  
 

CHANNEL MAGAZINE PRESENTS  
Channel is a new magazine born out of the climate crisis, publishing poetry and prose with an environmentalist 
perspective.  Channel will present poets including John Paul Davies, Suzzanna Matthews, Pete Mullineaux, Aoife 
Riach, Iain Twiddy, Elspeth Wilson. 
 

SPEAKER’S CORNER 2 - 5.30pm | Smithfield Square  
Hear voices from organisations dedicated to taking practical measures towards positive change in society. Invited 
speakers from NGOs, movements, social organisations will discuss their work as Change Makers. Topics include 
environmental awareness, youth community work, sustainable fashion, geoengineering and more. 
 

DUBLIN YOUTH DANCE CENTRE 
Dublin Youth Dance Company (DYDC) will perform a thought-provoking choreographed piece with elements of 
public engagement and is sure to be an unmissable event.  
 

STREET ART OPERA - projected onto the Jameson Tower.  Viewing area at Lighthouse Cinema Plaza.  Screenings 
from 8 - 9.45pm.  No booking required 
Two Angels Play I Spy is the latest Street Art Opera, conceived and created by awarding winning creative 
production company Dumbworld.  Two Angels stand high on a building overlooking the city, peering into the past 
and into the future as they wait for their duties to kick in. To pass the time, they play I Spy but as only angels can.  
A 10-minute mapped video projection, accompanied with operatic soundtrack transmitted to wireless 
headphones. Supported by the Arts Council of Ireland 
 

DANCE PLAZA 12 - 6pm | Lighthouse Cinema Square 
Enjoy amazing performances and learn choreography from some of Dublin’s best-known dance professionals -  
Bollywood Beats for Kids Mili Seth is a choreographer who started dancing Kathak as a child. She has a 
tremendous passion for freestyle dancing to music from Bollywood films.  
Dublin Salsa Bachata Practice (DSBP) Practice Salsa and Bachata dancing with DSBP who will show you how to 
dance, have fun and get fit while meeting new people.  
Bread and Salt - Bulgarian Folk Dancers Bulgarian folk dance group who focus on Bulgarian traditions and folk 
dances passed down through the centuries.  
Centro Cultural Capoeira Água de Beber Ireland Capoeira is a vibrant Brazilian cultural expression that mixes 
martial art, sport, popular culture and music. It has Afro-Brazilian origins and incorporates movements of fight, 
acrobatics, dance and percussion. 
 

WORKSHOPS 12.30 - 7pm | Various venues, ages and booking criteria. Beginners welcome. 
A selection of workshops packed with creativity, skills, art, crafts, and tonnes of fun activities from arts & crafts to 
writing and head dress wrapping to screen printing including –  
Screen Printing Workshop 12.30 to 1.45pm. Workshop Tent on Smithfield Square. No booking required 12 years + 
(children must be accompanied by an adult) 
Artist Helen Barry and the AMAL Women’s Association will use words and simple graphic images to help 
participants learn how to design and screen-print their own reusable cotton bags. Each participant will take home 



2 reusable cotton bags created by their group. 
Writing Haiku with Glenda Cimino 2 - 3pm | Workshop Tent on Smithfield Square. No booking required.   
Japanese haiku is a three-line poem with seventeen syllables, written in a 5/7/5 syllable count.  Often focusing on 
images from nature, haiku emphasizes simplicity, intensity and directness of expression.  Participants will 
brainstorm on how haiku differ from other poetry and can create and share haiku if they wish.  Glenda Cimino has 
lived in Ireland since 1972. Her poetry, haiku, senryu and haibun have been published in journals and anthologies.  
Risograph Printing with Damn Fine Print 2 - 3pm | ** Workshop will take place at Damn Fine Print Studios, Unit 
1, 32 North Brunswick Street, Stoneybatter, Dublin 7.  Tickets are free but places are limited and must be booked 
in advance by emailing info@bluefiredublin.ie.  
Get to know this unique machine and its processes. Design and create your own placard that you can bring back 
to the festival site.  
Creative Workshops for Children & the Young at Heart 4 - 5.30pm | Workshop Tent on Smithfield Square. No 
Booking Required 
ReCreate is a social enterprise that provides a wide variety of art materials that can be used for all kinds of 
creative purposes. For this workshop they will provide recycled plastics, card, fabrics, wool, foam and foil to make 
a recycled musical instrument.  IPSC Chairperson Fatin Al Tamimi will speak about the history and significance of 
the Palestinian Kaffiyeh headscarf and demonstrate ways to wear it.  Welcome Café members will facilitate an 
Intercultural Paper Crafts Workshop.  Paper Flowers from Latin America will bloom to respond to Climate Change 
and Japanese Origami will allow participants to create Peace Doves. 
 
 
 

PRESS ENQUIRIES - PLEASE CONTACT: Ann Marie Walsh 087 246 0957 press@bluefiredublin.ie 

bluefiredublin.ie/ 
www.facebook.com/BlueFireDublin/ 
twitter.com/BlueFireDublin 
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